This graph plots the size of the universe over time as measured by Hubble telescope observations of exploding stars, called supernovas, at various distances from Earth. Hubble's study of exploding stars several billion light-years from Earth [white objects at far right of curve] set the stage for observations of more distant supernovas [white object at far left of curve].

Supernovas are used to map the expansion of the universe — the rate at which galaxies are moving apart. Several exploding stars discovered four years ago provided evidence that the cosmos was accelerating. These objects looked dimmer than expected because they were hurtling away from Earth at faster speeds. The faraway supernova at far left, residing 10 billion light-years from Earth, appears brighter than astronomers predicted. This finding indicates that the supernova is so far away it existed at a time when the cosmos was slowing down.

If dust in space were making the supernovas appear dimmer, the expansion rate would have been plotted along the dotted line.